BH20 Run No1 - 01 June 2020
Hare : Snappy Tom
Venue : Kalinga Park (Park Road entrance)
Thanks to our illustrious Premier, groups of 20 were allowable from midday on Monday. We had
just that number so all was above board. There was plenty of parking – just ask Meatlover as he
went to all car parks before finding the correct one. A few hashmen had come out of isolation –
Brengun, Barebum and Shitbags come to mind. Tinkerbell was sporting some facial hair grown
during isolation much to the intrigue of JC who commented about the change in colour from side to
front.
On the dot of 5.00pm CovidGM Mortein called us all to order and sent us on our way. We had soon
spread out so the 1.5 metre distancing was not an issue. The walking trail followed the layout set
out by Snappy ie walking path to Shaw Road, across the road and another walking path to Pfingst
Road, then left on another walking path to the Kedron Brook walkway. The only two runners spotted
were Bugs and Tinkerbell who made an appearance along the way. We crossed Shaw Road again
then the only bit of street walking trail to the start. It was a good walking trail Snappy. The only
obstacle to look out for was bicycles and a few cars – important for we half deaf aging walkers busily
talking the whole way around.
I was one of the last in but had no trouble finding the pergola in the dark – just follow the noise.
Thanks once again to Boxa for providing drinks out of empty can sales. The back of his vehicle was
chockers with empty can donations. As we inevitably approach the time when we have a
combination of set and fixed runs this is a great fixed run venue and layout.
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